Renewable Electricity Program
1. Tell us about yourself
a. Please provide your name, contact information, the organization you represent, and your interest
in responding to the AESO’s questionnaire (e.g., developer, investor, association, other, etc.).

Name: Alison Thompson, Chair of CanGEA
Contact: alison@cangea.ca, 403-801-6805
Organization: The Canadian Geothermal Energy Association (CanGEA) is the
collective voice of Canada’s geothermal energy industry with a focus on power
generation and industry-scale direct use of heat from geothermal resources. Our
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1) CanGEA’s membership includes developers and we advocate for the
development of standalone (brand new fit for purpose) geothermal energy
facilities and geothermal energy from co-produced fluids (re-purposing existing
infrastructure) found in previously drilled petroleum wells that intersect hot
sedimentary aquifers.
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operating in close proximity could have their flows combined into 1 project to
increase the total power output. In this regard geothermal energy from
co-produced fluids is modular and scalable to the local power needs.
3)Geothermal energy facilities can be deployed throughout almost the entirety of
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4)Previously a CanGEA member was involved with developing the Swan Hills
energy project. The project was to be a co-production facility at an oil battery
operated by Devon. The project did not move forward because Devon did not
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5) CanGEA currently has zero electricity generation.

2. Tell us about your view on investing in electricity
generation in Alberta
a. What do you anticipate might be barriers to investing in renewable electricity generation in
Alberta? What are your recommended proposals to address or mitigate against such barriers?

1) The current lack of a geothermal electricity protocol for claiming CO2 credit.
-The government will need to develop a protocol for claiming CO2 credits as they
have for other renewable energies. CanGEA would be pleased to be an expert
contributor to that initiative.
2) Lack of provincial tenure system to access geothermal rights.
-The government will need to develop a tenure system for standalone geothermal
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3) Geothermal energy development is not well supported by existing government
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of these criteria.
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3. Tell us about your plans if you were to invest in renewable
electricity generation in Alberta
a. Describe the key activities and timelines associated with the development, regulatory approval
and construction of your anticipated renewable electricity generation project(s) (i.e. from
inception through to energization).

For geothermal energy from co-produced fluids:
1. Identify promising wells from existing Alberta Energy Regulator data, CanGEA
would like to perform a study to pre-identify strong candidate wells, in consultation
with AESO. CanGEA has been requesting and advocating that this study be
funded by the Alberta government. The estimate cost of which is $75,000.
2. Order and install turbine
3. Connect power supply to the local distribution grid
-Estimated time for completion from start to finish is several months to 1 year for
the initial project with the possibility for continuous rolling starts thereafter.
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The most exciting technological advancement in geothermal is the re-purposing
of an existing disruptive technology. Iceland recently saw a 50% energy density
increase for a new geothermal energy project through the use of horizontal drilling
technology, as opposed to traditional vertical well development, which was
pioneered and popularized by shale gas developers. A 50% energy increase in
expected power rates with essentially off the shelf technology, that exists in
Alberta, is very exciting.
The USDOE, and others such as the waste heat recovery industry, are
experimenting with high efficiency turbines and other types of power plants which
could increase geothermal power projects a great deal without having to increase
well flow rates.
The co-production of rare earth elements from geothermal wells, already
underway in California and New Zealand for lithium extraction, could make
Canada a global leader in rare earth production.
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Percussion, laser, and spallation drilling could all yield improved rates of hard
rock drilling.

5. General comments
a. Based on the description of the Renewable Electricity Program described on the AESO website,
please provide your general comments and feedback.

Regarding the Renewable electricity program, geothermal energy is perfect for
the AESO grid stability requirements as geothermal is a baseload/flexible energy
producer. Geothermal is a flexible generator through the addition of energy
storage, making it able to load follow wind and solar generation but remains to a
certain degree a must run facility. Down hole pumps can be designed for
variable flow rates which leads to greater flexibility.
Geothermal is also optimal for Alberta due to the large synergies between
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Auctioning is difficult for geothermal as our facilities require upfront funding to
prospect an uncertain resource for standalone projects. Geothermal energy
development requires some level of exploration funding assistance to attract
private investment.
The 2030 time line for new capacity the AESO requires works well with
geothermal standalone plants, which require several years to develop, and
co-produced fluid facilities as the supply of eligible wells is only increasing as old
oil and gas wells reach the end of their production life.
For standalone geothermal facilities that are community led, a feed in tariff
program could be implemented. The result would be community jobs, district heat
and AESO not required to upgrade or build new transmission lines.
A greater perspective than merely power sales is often needed to fully appreciate
the benefits of geothermal energy. Geothermal energy is capable of generating
benefits for:
Government:
• Continued Oil and Gas Royalties from wells that continue to produce due to
increased economic viability as a result of additional CO2 and electricity revenue.
• Removes tax payer liability for Orphaned wells if put back on production
• Create new jobs, and maintain existing jobs
• Replace coal with clean, low cost power
• Produce clean, usable power or heat in remote locations. Save on transmission
costs and the use of diesel in off grid communities.
• A geothermal energy system on an old oil/gas well will provide real-time, as
opposed to once every 5 years, methane leak detection. Currently 1/3 of
methane leaks come from wells.
Oil & Gas Operators:
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• Power and heat production with zero
• C02 credits
• Earn premium prices for renewable energy production

